
A plan to strengthen and 
expand metigoshe’s 

‘Adventure Anchored in Christ’

The Metigoshe Ministries’ Board of Trustees has reviewed 
and updated the comprehensive master plan from fifteen years 
ago and developed a challenging plan to expand Metigoshe’s 
capacity to serve into the future.

Proposed Campaign:

$4.5-7 million
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1A. Double Cabin 
    & Cabin Eagle
1B. Anna Manor
1C. Retreat Housing
    at Camp Metigoshe
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2. Large Group Space 
   Christian Center
3. Sleeping Rooms
    Christian Center
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There are three distinct phases 
to the proposed campaign:

1. Facilities Updates and Expansion at Camp 
    Metigoshe ($1,825,000)
 A. Rebuilding of 15 Cabins 
  (mix of single & double cabins)
 B. Anna Manor Expansion
 C. Retreat Housing at Camp Metigoshe

2. Construction of Large Group Retreat Space at 
    the Christian Center ($2,675,000)

3. Construction of Sleeping Rooms at the    
    Christian Center ($2,500,000)
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The Board of Trustees requests the Metigoshe Corporation 
to authorize a capital campaign in the minimum amount of 
$4,500,000 to improve the Metigoshe Ministries facilities 
at Pelican Lake and the Christian Center.  The board further 
requests authorizion for an ultimate goal to reach $7,000,000 
total to continue our Christian Mission of Adventure 
Anchored in Christ for all ages.  Request of authorization  for 
construction of Phase I to commence at the Pelican Lake site 
when $1,000,000 is received in cash and/or pledges.



A GROWING MINISTRY

Participation in the faith-building programs of Metigoshe 
Ministries has grown steadily and remained strong since 
our Center of Life Appeal in the late 1990s. New and 
improved facilities have welcomed participants of all ages 
as well as groups of all description.

EXPANDED MINISTRY IS LIMITED 
UNTIL NEEDS ARE ADDRESSED
Current Facilities have reached, perhaps exceeded, the capacity 
to serve current participants well and prohibit expanded 
ministry until addressed.

Special Meeting of the Metigoshe Corp.

 
is Adventure Anchored in Christ 
where people experience and 

celebrate the gifts of God 
in a life together

CAMP METIGOSHE AT PELICAN LAKE
• Changing programming during certain weeks of camp has 

led to insufficient storm shelter provisions for at least two 
weeks each summer.

• Growth in staff means that space for planning, 
programming and training are inadequate. Likewise, our 
staff lounge only accommodates about one-third of our 
staff at a time – limiting the rest and renewal that are 
essential to their well-being and ability to care for campers.

• Pastors & youth ministers do not have an appropriate place 
to stay when they accompany youth to camp for the week.

• Family and grandparents’ campers are forced to shuttle 
back and forth from the Christian Center each day at camp.

• Of our 21 cabins at Camp Metigoshe, 15 have aged to the 
point where they need replacement.

THE LAKESIDE CHRISTIAN CENTER
• Our two prime times for hosting retreats – weekends and 

summer weeks – are nearing 100% capacity. 
• Over a 6 month timeframe of 2013-14, we had to formally 

turn away 8 groups with 200+ people (which would have 
been 750 “overnights”). Others told us they didn’t even call 
because they knew we book 9-12 months in advance.

• A lack of dedicated large-group retreat space means that 
many groups must end on Saturday night to facilitate setup 
for Sunday morning worship.
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